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The RAdiative transfer Model Intercomparison (RAMI) activity focuses on the benchmarking of canopy radiative
transfer (RT) models. For the current fourth phase of RAMI, six highly realistic virtual plant environments were
constructed on the basis of intensive field data collected from (both deciduous and coniferous) forest stands as
well as test sites in Europe and South Africa. Twelve RT modelling groups provided simulations of canopy scale
(directional and hemispherically integrated) radiative quantities, aswell as a series of binary hemispherical pho-
tographs acquired from different locations within the virtual canopies. The simulation results showed much
greater variance than those recently analysed for the abstract canopy scenarios of RAMI-IV. Canopy complexity
is among the most likely drivers behind operator induced errors that gave rise to the discrepancies. Conformity
testing was introduced to separate the simulation results into acceptable and non-acceptable contributions.
More specifically, a shared risk approach is used to evaluate the compliance of RT model simulations on the
basis of reference data generated with the weighted ensemble averaging technique from ISO-13528. However,
using concepts from legal metrology, the uncertainty of this reference solution will be shown to prevent a confi-
dent assessment of model performance with respect to the selected tolerance intervals. As an alternative, guard-
ed risk decision ruleswill be presented to account explicitly for the uncertainty associatedwith the reference and
candidate methods. Both guarded acceptance and guarded rejection approaches are used to make confident
statements about the acceptance and/or rejection of RT model simulations with respect to the predefined toler-
ance intervals.

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The RAdiative transfer Model Intercomparison exercise (RAMI) was
launched in 1999 as an open, self-organizing activity of the canopy radi-
ative transfer (RT) modelling community (Pinty, Gobron, Widlowski,
Gerstl, Verstraete, Antunes, et al., 2001). For over 15 years now, RAMI
has served as a common platform for the evaluation of models simulat-
ing bidirectional reflectance factors (BRFs) as well as radiative fluxes in
1-D and 3-D vegetation canopies. Startingwith relatively simple and in-
tentionally abstracted plant environments, the first three phases of
RAMI were used by participants to identify coding bugs and to improve
some of the RT formulations in their models (Pinty et al., 2001; Pinty,
Gobron, Widlowski, Lavergne, & Verstraete, 2004; Widlowski,
Taberner et al., 2007). By giving participants the opportunity to run
the same experiments in subsequent phases of RAMI (together with
one or two new ones), allowed to gradually eliminate operator induced
errors in the setup and execution of the RT simulations. As a conse-
quence, the overall model agreement increased and – by the end of
the third phase of RAMI –was found to lie below1% for the participating
3-D Monte Carlo models (Widlowski, Taberner, Pinty, Bruniquel-Pinel,
Disney, Fernandes, (2007). This in turn enabled the definition of a surro-
gate truth data set and the subsequent development of a web-based
benchmarking facility known as the RAMI On-line Model Checker
(ROMC), accessible via http://romc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/ (Widlowski,
Robustelli, Disney, Gastellu-Etchegorry, Lavergne, & Lewis ( 2007).

Building on these achievements, the fourth phase of RAMI was
planned along two major axes, namely 1) the application of existing
standards andprocedures to enhance the rigour of the evaluation proto-
cols, and 2) the expansion of test case complexity towardmore realistic
representations of plant environments. While the former featured
prominently in the recent analysis of the abstract canopy scenarios of
RAMI-IV (Widlowski, Pinty, Lopatka, Atzberger, Buzica, & Chelleet,
2013), the latter will be the focus of this present contribution. Realis-
tic-looking canopy representations are relevant in a variety of contexts,
among others, 1) to visually convince users of RT models about the rel-
evance of these simulation tools – in particular if the use of effective var-
iables in order to maintain radiative equivalence between abstracted
and actual canopy representations is less familiar, (e.g., Pinty et al.
(2004);Mõttus, Sulev & Lang, 2006); 2) to act as architectural reference
in efforts aiming to assess the degree of canopy abstraction that still per-
mits the simulation of RT quantities in different spectral bands and
across different spatial scales to within predefined levels of tolerance
from those of the true canopy, (e.g., Widlowski et al., 2013); and 3) to
mimic in situ measurement protocols in an effort to a) characterise
their inherent uncertainties with respect to their target variables at
coarser spatial scales, e.g. Jonckheere, Nackaerts, Muys, van Aardt, and
Coppin (2006), b) optimize sampling schemes and measurement de-
vices for specific biomes, test sites, and/or illumination conditions, and
c) support validation efforts of satellite-derived essential climate vari-
ables as suggested by the Global Climate Observing System, e.g.,
Bojinski, Verstraete, Peterson, Richter, Simmons, and Zemp (2014).

Efforts to assess the quality of remotely sensed data (whether real or
simulated) inevitably require access to a reliable reference. However,
this in itself is not sufficient to determine whether a candidate method
or dataset is actually good enough for a particular task or not. To make
that decision also requires information on how close an item must
match the reference, or better still, how often the candidate method
must fall within a predefined tolerance interval from the reference in
order to be declared acceptable. This type of quality evaluation is deeply
rooted in themanufacturing sector and also in legal metrology where it
is referred to as conformity testing (e.g., JCGM-106, 2012). Over the
years these communities have developed methods and rules (of
thumb) allowing to explicitly account for or to limit the influence of un-
certainty in either the reference and candidatemethods or datasets. This
body of knowledge is also applicable to a remote sensing context, where
the idea of compliance testing is gradually gaining in prominence due to
the regular publication of accuracy criteria for quantitative remote sens-
ing products of relevance in a climate change context (e.g., GCOS, 2011).

This contribution will apply conformity testing to RT simulation re-
sults pertaining to the actual canopy scenarios of RAMI-IV. More specif-
ically, Section 2 describes the reconstruction of three highly detailed
virtual (deciduous and coniferous) forest stands, as well as two agricul-
tural sites on the basis of data from intensive field measurement cam-
paigns carried out in Europe and South Africa. In Section 3, the results
of domain-level BRF and flux simulation from a dozen RT models will
be presented for both summer and winter (snow) conditions and a se-
ries of spectral regimes. Conformity testing is then introduced in
Section 4 and both the shared risk and the guarded risk approaches
will be applied to the simulated BRF and flux quantities. Finally in
Section 5, the main findings of this study are discussed and placed in
context.

2. RAMI-IV actual canopy scenarios

In an effort to increase the realism of test scenes used in 3D radiative
transfer simulations, RAMI-IV proposed a small number of actual
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canopy scenarios. These highly detailed canopy representations were
based on available inventory data from a series of test sites described
in Table 1. In total, six different canopy scenarios covering deciduous
and coniferous environments, regular and clumped tree patterns, as
well as summer andwinter conditions, were presented. For each canopy
scenario, the RAMI website (http://rami-benchmark.jrc.ec.europa.eu/)
provided the necessary structural and spectral information to assign a
colour, shape, location and orientation to every individual leaf, twig,
needle and branch within a nominally 1 ha sized area.

While this wealth of detail was not necessarily usable by all of the
participating 3Dmodels, it was a direct corollary of the RT community's
request to increase the realism of the virtual plant environments used in
RAMI. In addition, it was hoped that the actual canopy scenarios might
permit documenting the impact that different levels of canopy abstrac-
tion may have on the simulated radiative properties of a canopy, e.g.,
Widlowski et al. (2013), as well as on the response of virtual sensors
placed within these modelled plant environments.

It is imperative to note that the RAMI-IV actual canopy scenes are not
identical to the real world environments that gave rise to the data on
which the reconstructions are based. This is because even themost inten-
sive field campaigns are not yet able to gather spatially-resolved informa-
tion on the spectro-directional and architectural characteristics of all
objects within (and adjacent to) a particular test site, e.g., Kuusk, Kuusk,
and Lang (2009); Schneider, Leiterer, Morsdorf, Gastellu-Etchegorry,
Lauret, Pfeifer et al. (2014). Information gaps encountered in the recon-
struction of the RAMI-IV actual canopy environments concerned, for
example, the shape, curl and size of individual foliage elements, the
shape of individual tree crowns, the vertical distribution of foliage in a
tree, the branching angles and patterns of individual trees, the orientation
Table 1
Overview of the test sites that served as blueprint for the generation of the RAMI-IV actual can
relevant publications and the site identifier (ID) used in RAMI-IV. More detailed information are
RAMI-IV/RAMI-IV.php.

Name Location Description Reference

Järvselja Birch
Stand

Järvselja,
Estonia,
58° 16′ 50″
N,
27° 19′ 52″
E

49 year old deciduous stand dominated by
birch (57%),
common alder (29.5%) and aspen (11%). A
lower tree layer
contains linden and spruce. The average
height in the top
layer is 25 m. The overall stand density is
1017 trees/ha.

Kuusk et al. (
Pisek, Lang, N

Järvselja Pine
Stand

Järvselja,
Estonia,
58° 18′ 41″
N,
27° 17′ 48″
E

124 year old Scots pine stand (99%) with a
stand height of
15.6 m. The stand density is 1122 trees/ha.

Kuusk et al. (
Pisek et al. (2

Ofenpass Pine
Stand

Ofenpass,
Swiss
National
Park,
46°39′ 45″
N
10°13′ 46″
E

150 year old coniferous stand in a dry alpine
valley dominated
by Mountain Pine. 20% of the stand consists
of upright dead trees.
The understorey is low and dense
vegetation. The stand height
is 15 m.

Morsdorf et a
Kötz, Schaepm

Wellington
Citrus
Orchard

Near
Wellington,
South
Africa
33° 35′ 00″
S
18° 55′ 30″
E

9-year-old orange grove with a row spacing
of 4.5 m, a tree
spacing of 2 m, and a row azimuth of 7.31°.
The average tree
height was 3 m.

Somers, Delal
Delalieux, Ve

Short
Rotation
Forest

Near
Vigevano,
Lombardy,
Italy,
45°17′ 42″
N
8° 52′ 38″ E

1 year old poplar plantation in the basin of
the Ticino river
consisting of Pegaso clones planted in
double rows
(0.45 × 0.74 × 2.8 m) for a density of 12,500
plants/ha.

Zenone, Migli
distribution of the foliage elements in a tree crown, the Bi-directional
Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) of individual foliage
elements, the BRDF of the background, the spatial variability of the
background BRDF, the transmission of the foliage elements, the
BRDF of tree branches, twigs and trunks, as well as the directionality
of incident radiation. These information gaps consequently had to be
replaced where necessary by information obtained by other means.
As such the reconstructed scenes are not identical copies of their
real world originals.

2.1. Architectural reconstructions

The virtual trees of the RAMI test cases Järvselja Pine Stand (HET07),
Summer Järvselja Birch Stand (HET09) andWinter Järvselja Birch Stand
(HET15) were generated on the basis of site-specific allometric equa-
tions for tree height, crown radius and crown length (Kuusk, Nilson,
Paas, Lang, & Kuusk, 2008; Kuusk, Lang, & Kuusk, 2013). However, the
number of unique virtual tree reconstructions was much smaller than
that counted at the actual test sites. More specifically, the available
tree height range was discretized into a small number of height inter-
vals, for which a single virtual tree – centred on the origin of a Cartesian
coordinate system – was then constructed on the basis of the available
average architectural information and the corresponding tree libraries
of the xfrog software (Lintermann & Deussen, 1999). For example, in
the case of the HET07 scene only 10 unique Scots Pine tree models
were generated instead of the 1114 individual pine trees that were
contained in the stand inventory. To build the RAMI scene, first each
inventoried tree was mapped into its corresponding height class,
then a random azimuthal rotation was applied to the model tree
opy scenes. Indicated are the locations of the test sites, their characteristics, as well as any
available from the RAMIweb site, namely http://rami-benchmark.jrc.ec.europa.eu/HTML/

RAMI-IV ID

2009); Kuusk, Nilson, Kuusk, and Lang (2010), (2013)
ilson, Korhonen, and Karu (2011)

HET09_JBS_SUM
for the summer
conditions and
HET15_JBS_WIN for
the scene
with winter
conditions

2008, 2010, 2013)
011)

HET07_JPS_SUM

l. (2004, 2006);
an, Morsdorf, Bowyer, Itten, and Allgöwer (2004)

HET08_OPS_WIN
for the scene with
winter
conditions

ieux, Verstraeten, and Coppin (2009), Stuckens, Somers,
rstraeten, and Coppin (2009)

HET14_WCO

avacca, Montagnani, Seufert, and Valentini (2008) HET16_SRF

http://rami-benchmark.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
http://rami-benchmark.jrc.ec.europa.eu/HTML/RAMI-IV/RAMI-IV.php
http://rami-benchmark.jrc.ec.europa.eu/HTML/RAMI-IV/RAMI-IV.php
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corresponding to the selected height class, and finally the resulting tree
instancewas translated to its inventoried locationwithin a 1 ha area. For
the HET07 scene, a further 6 birch trees were added in a similarmanner
to make the final tree count equal to 1120.

While the tree number of the thus constructed HET07 scene was in
good agreementwith that reported by Kuusk et al. (2008), the tree den-
sity of the virtual pine stand scenewas however somewhat smaller. This
is because field inventories use the location of tree trunks when
reporting on the number of treeswithin a given area, while the descrip-
tion of the virtual RAMI-IV stands necessitates a background area
that contains not only the trunks but also the crowns of all the trees in
a scene. As a result the actual size of the HET07 stand increased to
1.12 ha, and the effective tree density reduced to 996 tree by hectare.
In the case of the Järvselja Birch Stand (HET09) a total of 1029 tree
(trunk) positions were located within a 1 ha, while their crowns
covered 1.12 ha thus reducing the effective tree density to 919 tree
by hectare. Despite these apparent differences between actual field
inventory and RAMI-IV tree densities, the tree count statistics were
maintained within the central 1 ha of the virtual canopy scenes. This
applies thus also to any other statistics that require normalisation by
the stand area, e.g., the leaf area index.

The virtual trees of the Ofenpass Pine Stand (HET08) scene were gen-
erated with the xfrog software (Lintermann & Deussen, 1999) using tree
crown information extracted from LiDAR observations over the test site,
e.g., Morsdorf, Kötz, Meier, Itten, and Allgöwer (2006); Morsdorf, Meier,
Kötz, Itten, Dobbertin andAllgöwer (2004). Similar to the Järvselja scenes,
the available tree height range of the several hundred live Mountain Pine
trees was subdivided into 12 height intervals for each of which a single
model tree was then built. After a random azimuthal rotation, the
modelled trees – having a maximum height of 15 m –were then placed
in accordance with location coordinates derived from an airborne study
(Morsdorf et al., 2006). In addition to these mature live trees, a total of
250 shrubs of about 1mheightwere generated and randomly distributed
across the scene in an attempt tomimic the substantial understorey of the
Ofenpass pine stand. Finally, a total of 120 dead trees of circa 10m height
were also included to match the 20% of dead (standing) trees that made
up the overall tree cover at the actual Ofenpass site. Last but not least,
and also contrary to the actual site, the background of the HET09 scene
in RAMI-IV was assumed to be completely flat.

Among the actual canopy scenes with regular planting patterns, the
Wellington Citrus Orchard (HET14) scene was built with the virtual
plantmodels previously created by Stuckens et al. (2008). Here, individ-
ual trees were constructed with the arbaro software (Weber & Penn,
1995) on the basis of field data collected by Somers et al. (2009) in a cit-
rus grove near Wellington, South Africa and calibrated by comparing
measured and simulated gap fraction distributions. The generated 10
unique models of the Citrus sinensis L. species were randomly rotated
around their vertical axis before being positioned at circa 2 m intervals
in rows separated by approximately 4.5 m in an effort to resemble the
actual orchard spatial distribution. About 11% of the potential tree posi-
tions were omitted in order to mimic the percentage of missing trees in
the real orchard. The rowswere parallel to the Y-axis of the scenewhich
corresponded to having an azimuth of 90° when counted counterclock-
wise from the X-axis. The background was assumed free of grass and
completely flat.

The second actual canopy scene with a regular planting pattern was
the Short Rotation Forest (HET16). It featured 11924 poplar clones,
which occurred every 0.45 m along double rows separated by about
3.55 m from each other (Zenone et al., 2008). The rows in each double
row were separated by roughly 0.75 m. Six unique representations of
1 year old Pegaso plants were generated with the arbaro software
(Weber & Penn, 1995). These model plants were rotated in a random
manner around their vertical and then distributed according to the dou-
ble-row planting scheme described above. Overall, 2% of the potential
tree positions were omitted to match the percentage of missing trees in
the original test site. As with the other actual canopy scenes, the
background was assumed completely flat and the rows were oriented
parallel to the Y-axis of the scene which corresponded to having an azi-
muth of 90° when counted counterclockwise from the X-axis. The leaf
area index of the scene was set such as to represent a fully developed
1 year old canopy.

For almost all of the above actual canopy scenes the geometry of the
various foliage units were modelled on the basis of information obtain-
able from the internet. This meant that leaf curl was generally not
accounted for with exception of the citrus tree (C. sinensis L.) where
leaf curl information was available from Stuckens, Somers, Delalieux,
Verstraeten, and Coppin (2009). In addition, the shoots of the Scots
pine, Norway Spruce and Mountain Pine species were all reconstructed
in a three-dimensional manner following the model of Stenberg,
Palmroth, Bond, Sprugel, and Smolander (2001) and Smolander and
Stenberg (2003). Fig. 1 provides a graphical overview of the structural
elements that contribute (at different scales) to the architectural real-
ism of the various actual canopy scenes in RAMI-IV. All of the structural
and spectral properties to reconstruct these scenes are maintained on
the RAMI website.

Table 2 lists the number of geometric primitives – such as triangles,
cylinders, discs, ellipsoids – needed to describe each and every one of
the structural attributes in the above scenes. One can see that the repre-
sentation of a visually realistic one hectare forest stand required be-
tween 90 million (in the case of the citrus orchard) and almost 900
million (for the Järvselja pine stand) definitions of geometric primitives.
Graphical depictions of the resulting architectural detail are shown in
Fig. 2. While the RAMI website contained all the necessary information
to address a comprehensive scene generation, it also provided architec-
tural information of amore statistical nature that were derived from the
detailed plant environments. This included, for example, information on
the height, leaf andwood area of individual trees, the vertical profile of fo-
liage and wood area in individual trees, the leaf orientation distributions
within individual tree crowns, the number of dead branches below the
crown of trees, as well as the height to the bottom of the tree crown
and the diameter at breast height. In addition, it was explicitlymentioned
on the RAMIwebsite that RAMI participantswere to treat the information
presented in the samemanner as they would deal with actual ‘inventory
data’. In other words, they should identify and extract those parameters
and characteristics thatwere required by their RTmodels tomimic the ra-
diative environments of the actual canopy scenes.

2.2. Spectral properties and illumination conditions

It iswidely known that foliage reflects light anisotropically, e.g., Breece
andHolmes (1971); Brakke, Smith, andHarnden (1989); Kaasalainen and
Rautiainen (2007). In recent years this has prompted the development of
dedicated leaf goniometers, e.g., Bousquet, Lachérade, Jacquemoud, and
Moya (2005); Biliouris, Verstraeten, Dutré, van Aardt, Muys, and
Coppin, (2007); Lolli, Pisani, Rajteri, Widlowski, Bialek, Greenwell et al.
(2014). However, the acquisition of reliable bi-conical reflectance and
transmission information in the field is far from trivial. As such, the vast
majority of currently available leaf and wood reflectance data does not
originate from leaf goniometric measurements but rather consists of ei-
ther hemispherically integrated quantities or narrow field-of-view spec-
trometric data acquired under specific view and illumination
geometries under ambient light conditions, e.g., Milton, Schaepman,
Anderson, Kneubühler, and Fox (2007). When such reflectance data are
usedwithin RTmodelling contexts, a Lambertian scattering law is typical-
ly assumed (in order to simulate directional scattering). Evidence exists
that this assumption may bear little on the quality of canopy absorption
estimates, e.g., Chelle (2006), however little is known as to how this as-
sumption relates to other radiative quantities and the spatial scale of in-
terest (i.e., local versus domain-level radiative properties).

As a consequence ofmissing spectro-directional inventory data, a gap-
filling approach had to be used to assign the necessary spectro-directional
reflectance (and transmittance) properties. More specifically, Lambertian



Fig. 1. Overview of the structural elements that contribute at different scales to the architectural realism of the actual canopy scenes in RAMI-IV. The winter birch stand (not shown) is
structurally identical to the summer version bar the foliage which is removed from deciduous trees. Note that the graphics below are for illustration purposes only, i.e., the colours do
not reflect the actual spectral properties of the depicted items.
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scattering laws were assumed throughout all of the RAMI-IV actual cano-
py scenes, i.e., for all of the geometric primitives thatmade up the canopy.
The only exceptions to this were related to the anisotropy of the back-
grounds in the two winter scenes. Here, the BRDF of the snow-covered
backgrounds were mimicked with the semi-empirical RPV model
(Rahman, Pinty, & Verstraete, 1993; Rahman, Verstraete, & Pinty, 1993)
using parameter values obtained fromfitting the RPVmodelwith the pro-
cedure of Lavergne, Kaminski, Pinty, Taberner, Gobron, Verstraete, et al.
(2007) to a directional reflectance dataset acquired with a portable goni-
ometer (Sandmeier, 2000). For the summer scenarios, the prescribed
background albedos were based on in situ measurements at the respec-
tive test sites (and ignored any spatial variability). In addition,while actu-
al reflectance measurements of species-specific wood and foliage spectra
were available for most of the tree species, this was not always the case
for transmission data. Whenever reflectance or transmission data were
missing, spectra from similar species was used to fill in the gaps (again
using the Lambertian scattering assumption).

For the various forest stands, only a single illumination scenario was
defined (see rightmost column in Table 2). However, due to a lack of in-
formation about the directional distribution of the incident radiation



Table 2
Overview of architectural characteristics for the six reconstructed RAMI-IV actual canopy scenes together with the illumination conditions (SAA= sun azimuth angle, SZA = sun zenith
angle) prescribed for the radiative transfer simulations. Note that the structural properties here may differ from those inventoried at the actual test sites. The density accounts for all plant
objects (live trees, dead trees, understorey if defined)within one hectare. The leaf area index (LAI) is computed as half the total area of all virtual foliage elementswithin a scene divided by
the background area of that scene. The fractional cover is identical to the direct transmission (in percentage) along the vertical through the canopy. The fractional cover is defined as 1 -
direct transmission at zero solar zenith angle. The number of geometric primitives (triangles, ellipsoids, cylinders, discs) that described a given actual canopy scenario on the RAMIwebsite
are also indicated. More detailed information are available from the RAMI web site, namely http://rami-benchmark.jrc.ec.europa.eu/HTML/RAMI-IV/RAMI-IV.php.

Name Density of plants
[ha−1]

Scene LAI
[m2/m2]

Fractional
cover [%]

Maximal
height [m]

Primitives in
scene [−]

SZA; SAA
[°]

Järvselja Birch Stand
(SUM & WIN)

919 3.442 50.4 30.51 350,050,476
and
138,251,607

36.6; 270.69
and
54.0; 291.3

Järvselja Pine Stand 996 2.302 40.6 18.56 895,635,743 36.6; 299.06
Ofenpass Pine Stand 931 0.745 12.5 15.02 169,120,314 47.0; 151.3
Wellington Citrus Orchard 991 2.691 39.2 4.12 89,618,249 (0,20,50); 0

and
(20, 50); 90

Short Rotation Forest 11,841 3.219 39.2 3.41 146,665,201 (0,20,50); 0
and
(20, 50); 90
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(and thus across all relevant spectral bands in the visible and near-infra-
red), only the spectrally varying ratio of (isotropic) diffuse to total inci-
dent radiation was reported on the RAMI website. These data were
based on measurements acquired either directly at the site (Kuusk et
al., 2013) or using the nearest AERONET (Holben, Eck, Slutsker, Tanré,
Buis, & Setzer, 1998) station to the test sites. For the actual canopy
scenes with regular planting patterns, 5 different sun positions (parallel
and perpendicular to the plant rows)were provided. For these scenarios
the diffuse component was set to zero.

3. Generation of the simulation results

3.1. Participating models

The setup and coordination of RAMI-IV followed those of previous
phases. Participation was on a voluntary basis and a feedback was pro-
vided to participants in case of obvious model blunders (regarding BRF
simulations). This often resulted in a renewed submission of the simu-
lation results. Overall, a total of 12 different RT models participated in
the actual canopy scenarios of RAMI-IV. Table 3 lists RT model names,
relevant publications, operator names and the type of measurements
thatwere submitted. As in previous phases of RAMI,model participation
was somewhat heterogeneous, in the sense that no single RT model
Fig. 2. Graphical depictions of the architectural realism contained in the actual canopy scenes of
to thewinter version of the Järvselja birch stand, C) displays theWellington Citrus orchard, D) p
Note that the colour of the sky, the background as well as any other object in these images doe
performed all of the measurements and test cases. In addition, several
models submitting flux quantities did not provide BRFs and vice versa.
As a result, there were 6–7 RT models typically contributing to the BRF
measurements whereas only 4–5 models contributed to hemispherical
flux measurements on average (albeit some cases had up to 7 models
contributing,while others received only oneor evennone at all). Not ac-
counting for multiple submissions, the number of measurement files
that were ultimately used in the analysis amounted to 700 for ACTS,
692 for CanSPART, 3957 for DART, 4380 for FLiES, 1149 for FRT, 76 for
inform, 2334 for librat, 2660 for pbrt, 36 for price, 6198 for rayspread,
3728 for RGM and 1368 for row. In general, participation decreased
when sub-components of BRFs or fluxes were to be simulated (i.e., the
uncollided by vegetation, the single collided by vegetation, and themul-
tiple-collided by the background and canopy components). As a conse-
quence, this contribution will focus primarily on total BRF and flux
quantities.

3.2. Simulation results

Widlowski et al. (2013) provides a detailed description of the vari-
ous BRF and flux quantities prescribed in the context of RAMI-IV (see
their Table 2 for a summary). As far as the actual canopy scenarios
were concerned, participants had been encouraged to provide simulations
RAMI-IV. Panel A) depicts the summer version of the Järvselja birch stand, panel B) relates
rovides a view of the OfenpassMountain pine stand, and E) shows the Järvselja Pine stand.
s not correspond to the spectral properties assigned for the radiative transfer simulations.

http://rami-benchmark.jrc.ec.europa.eu/HTML/RAMI-IV/RAMI-IV.php


Table 3
Overview of RT models, relevant publications and operators that submitted simulation results for the RAMI-IV actual canopy scenarios. THP refers to thresholded hemispherical photo-
graphs. More detailed information are available from the RAMI web site, namely http://rami-benchmark.jrc.ec.europa.eu/HTML/RAMI-IV/RAMI-IV.php.

Model name Model reference(s) Model operator Measurement types

ACTS Ni-Meister, Yang, and Kian (2010)
Yang, Ni-Meister, Kiang, Moorcraft, Strahler, and Oliphant, (2010)

W. Ni-Meister
W. Yang

Fluxes

CanSPART Haverd, Lovell, Cuntz, Jupp, Newnham, and Sea (2012)
Lovell, Haverd, Jupp, and Newnham (2012)

V. Haverd
J. Lovell

Fluxes

DART Gastellu-Etchegorry, Demarez, Pinel, and Zagolski (1996);
Gastellu-Etchegorry, Martin, and Gascon (2004);
Gastellu-Etchegorry, Yin, Lauret, Cajgfinger, Gregoire and Lopes (2015)

E. Grau
J-P Gastellu

BRFs, fluxes

FLiES Kobayashi and Iwabuchi (2008) H. Kobayashi BRFs, fluxes, THP
FRT Kuusk and Nilson (2000)

Kuusk et al. (2008)
A. Kuusk BRFs, fluxes

inform Atzberger (2000)
Schlerf and Atzberger (2006)

C. Atzberger
M. Schlerf

BRFs

librat Lewis (1999)
Disney, Lewis, Bouvet, Prieto-Blanco, and Hancock (2009)

M. Disney
P. Lewis

BRFs, THP

pbrt Pharr and Humphreys (2010) J. Stuckens BRFs, fluxes
price Essery, Bunting, Hardy, Link, Marks, and Melloh (2008) R. Esserey THP
RGM Liu, Huang, Qin, Fu, and Li (2007)

Huang, Chen, and Liu (2009)
H. Huang BRFs, fluxes, THP

Rayspread raytran1 Widlowski, Lavergne, Pinty, Verstraete, and Gobron (2006)
Govaerts (1995)

J-L Widlowski
C. Mio

BRFs, fluxes, THP

row Zhao, Gu, Verhoef, Wang, Yu, Liu, et al. (2010) F. Zhao BRFs

1 In order to simplify notation, we always refer to rayspread model.
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of these canopy-scale quantities in 19different spectral bands correspond-
ing to 1) the 18 spectral bands of the CHRIS-Proba instruments reported in
Kuusk et al. (2009) and listed again in Table 4 here, and, 2) a so called pur-
ist scenario (Pinty et al., 2001) where soil and bark reflectance were set
equal to 1 and leaf reflectance and transmittance were both fixed at 0.5
(here labelled as band 19: B19). In addition, participants had also been
asked to provide 1) total BRF simulations at a fixed view zenith angle
(i.e., 37°) covering the full range of possible view azimuth angles (at 2° in-
terval), 2) the bi-hemispherical reflectance (white sky albedo), and 3)
canopy transmission for diffuse incident radiation only. Furthermore,
model simulations were encouraged that mimicked the result of an up-
ward looking, perfectly thresholded, hemispherical photograph (THP)
taken at 5 cm above the background level (for a total of 9 predefined loca-
tions – labelled A to I –within the various actual canopy scenes). Detailed
definitions of these quantities as well as pointers to relevant scientific ref-
erence publications were available on the RAMI website.
3.3. Example of BRF simulations

Fig. 3 depicts RT model simulated canopy-level BRFs along the or-
thogonal plane (top row) as well as the principal plane (bottom row)
for a variety of spectral bands and different actual canopy scenarios.
These examples document the rather large dispersion that generally ex-
ists between the RT model simulations in RAMI-IV, as well as the recur-
ring lack of a unique cluster of RTmodels exhibiting similar results. In a
sense, this is not surprising since all of the actual canopy test cases are
new and rather complex architecturally. Earlier phases of RAMI have
shown that new experiments increase the likelihood of implementation
glitches (Pinty et al., 2001) and that one or two reruns of the same sce-
narios are needed before this error component is satisfactorily reduced
(Pinty et al., 2004;Widlowski et al., 2007). In fact, the simulation results
Table 4
List of the RAMI-IV spectral band labels together with their corresponding central wavelengths
http://rami-benchmark.jrc.ec.europa.eu/HTML/RAMI-IV/RAMI-IV.php.

Band ID B01 B02 B03 B04

Wavelength 442 490 530 551

Band ID B10 B11 B12 B13

Wavelength 706 712 741 752
presented here indicate that a similar approach might also have to be
adopted here.

One can see in Fig. 3, that the angular pattern of the simulated BRFs is
often rather similar between models. In general, there are no more than
one or twomodels that differ in their simulated BRF shapes. Occasionally,
the BRFs of the RGM model were susceptible to rapid fall-offs beyond
view zenith angles of about 60°. Similarly, the BRF simulations of the
pbrt model could appear somewhat noisy while the DART model occa-
sionally showed a somewhat broader hot spot region, and the FLiES
model simulations feature occasional kinks (especially along the principal
plane). Somewhat different in Fig. 3 is the topmiddle panel,which depicts
simulation results for the purist case where no absorption is permitted
within the canopy (here the Wellington Citrus Orchard). As such, the al-
bedo (which is equal to the hemispherically integrated BRF) must be
equal to one for this scenario, which implies that any BRF values smaller
than unity must be balanced by others that exceed this number. This
does not always appear to be the case though and will be addressed in
more detail in the model consistency section below.

Fig. 4 depicts the results of BRF simulations carried out in the red
(left panels) and near-infrared (right panels) spectral domains at a con-
stant view zenith angle of 37° and for azimuth angles ranging from 0° to
360°. The central column shows a graphical representation of the target
canopy (the Wellington Citrus Orchard scene) when viewed from di-
rectly above together with a (white coloured) polar coordinate system
indicating the viewing geometries (black ring), and illumination condi-
tion (yellowdisc)with respect to the orientation of the tree rows.While
the overall azimuthal BRF pattern is similar between different RT
models (especially for illumination directions parallel to the tree
rows), the magnitude of the generated BRF quantities however, may
be rather different. One exception to this are the rayspread and pbrt
model simulations which ingested all the available architectural infor-
mation from the RAMI website and agree very closely. Given the large
(in nanometer). More detailed information are available from the RAMI web site, namely

B05 B06 B07 B08 B09

570 631 661 674 697

B14 B15 B16 B17 B18

781 872 895 910 1019

http://rami-benchmark.jrc.ec.europa.eu/HTML/RAMI-IV/RAMI-IV.php
http://rami-benchmark.jrc.ec.europa.eu/HTML/RAMI-IV/RAMI-IV.php


Fig. 3. Examples of model simulated domain-level BRFs along the orthogonal plane (top row) and principal plane (bottom row) for different spectral bands and for all of the six actual
canopy test cases. Band 1, 3, 8, 9 and 17 relate to 442 nm, 530 nm, 674 nm, 697 nm and 910 nm, respectively. Band 19 relates to the purist case where no absorption is possible.
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degree of BRF dispersion in general, the latter agreement is important
and will be made use of later on.

To understand the BRF patterns in Fig. 4, it is often sufficient to con-
sider the changes affecting the visible fractions of illuminated and
shadowed scene components when the view azimuth angle is varied.
Consider, for example, the BRF simulations depicted in the top row of
Fig. 4 where the illumination direction was parallel to the orientation
of the plant rows (i.e., at an azimuth of 90°) and the illumination zenith
angle was 50°. Here, all shadows are cast along the direction of the tree
rows, that is, either onto the architectural elements contained within
the crowns or onto the background below the trees in a row. A viewer
looking (down along a 37° zenith angle) in an azimuthal direction per-
pendicular to the tree row orientation, can see some of this shadowed
background area because the tree crowns do not reach all the way
down to the ground. Hence, the BRF values at view azimuths of 0° and
180° are noticeably lower in this configuration than if the viewdirection
were parallel to the orientation of the tree rows and little of the
shadowed background area would be visible (i.e., at view azimuths of
90° and 270°). The fact that the magnitude of the latter BRF peaks was
smaller at 270° than at 90° view azimuth arises because the visible frac-
tion of shadowed background – particularly in the gaps caused bymiss-
ing trees in a row – is larger when the viewer looks toward the light
source, rather than if the viewer looks at the target from the same side
as the source that illuminates it. Obviously, this effect vanishes when
the light source is directly overhead and the gaps in a tree row do not
contain any shadow (comparewith the panels in the third row of Fig. 4).

When the illumination azimuth is perpendicular to the tree rows, then
the background area in between the tree rows becomes covered by
shadows and different azimuthal BRF patterns emerge (compare with
the two bottom rows in Fig. 4). Whether the solar zenith angle is at 20°
or 50°, the smallest amount of visible background shadow always occurs
when the viewing azimuth coincides with that of the radiation source
(i.e., at 0° azimuth here). By contrast, the azimuth angle at which the
largest amount of background shadow becomes visible to a viewer de-
pends on the zenith angle of the light source. At a solar zenith angle of
20°, when the area between the tree rows is only partially covered by
shadow, the minimum BRF value occurs at a view azimuth angle of
270° (because this maximises the shadowed background area directly
below the tree crowns that now becomes visible). If the solar zenith
angle is equal to 50° (and the area between tree crowns is almost
completely filled with shadow), then two BRFminima occur at spectrally
dependent azimuths somewhat after 90° (or before 270°), where the vis-
ible background shadow in between the tree rows and below the tree
crowns is largest. As the viewer continues to vary its azimuthal position
from 90° (or 270°) to 180°, increasing amounts of the illuminated back-
ground directly below the tree crowns come into viewwith the net effect
of raising the BRF again to a small local maximum at 180° view azimuth.

To understand the differences in the azimuthal location of the BRF
maximum in the last two rows in Fig. 4 one must also consult the spec-
tral properties of the various scene components.More specifically, if the
illumination zenith angle is set to 50° then the BRF in the red spectral
band decreases monotonically as the view azimuth varies from 0° to
90 (or to 270°), whereas for an illumination zenith angle of 20° the
BRF rises first to its maximum value before falling off again to its overall
minimum. The latter is because only a fraction of the width between
tree rows is covered with shadow such that – as increasing amounts
of the background area between the tree rows come into view – the
BRF may actually rise shortly, if the illuminated background is much
brighter than the foliage or wood. In the near-infrared, where the back-
ground is darker than the foliage, no BRF peak is generated at view az-
imuth angles larger than 0°. Interestingly it is for illumination scenarios
perpendicular to the rows that the FLiES and to a lesser extent also the
rowmodels generate azimuthal BRF patterns that differ noticeably from
those of the other participants. Here it should be pointed out that the
rowmodel uses a statistical representation of theWellington Citrus Or-
chard scene –whichmakes use of only 6 structural parameters – rather



Fig. 4.Model simulations in band 7 (661 nm; left column) and band 15 (865 nm; right column) of the BRF leaving theWellington Citrus Orchard scene at a constant view zenith angle of
37° and view azimuth angles from 0 to 360°. Graphical depictions of the target canopywhen viewed from nadir are shown in the middle column, together with a (white coloured) polar
coordinate system indicating the viewing (black ring) and illumination (yellow disc) configuration with respect to the planting pattern.
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Fig. 5. Examples ofmodel simulatedflux spectra pertaining to theHET07 Järvselja pine stand (left column) and theHET16 Lombardy short rotation forest illuminatedwith a zenith angle of
50° perpendicular to the row orientation (right column). The simulations cover thewavelength range from 442 nm (B1) to 1019 nm(B18). Thefirst row depicts absorption quantities, the
second albedo quantities and the last total transmission quantities. The third row depicts that transmission componentwhich has undergone at least one scattering interaction on its way
down through the canopy for isotropic diffuse incident radiation only (left panel) and direct incident radiation only (right panel).
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than the thousands of geometric primitives available on the RAMI
website.

3.4. Spectral flux simulations

Fig. 5 shows the spectra of RT model simulated flux quantities
pertaining to the HET07 Järvselja summer pine stand (left column)
as well as the HET16 Lombardy short rotation forest (right column)
illuminated with a zenith angle of 50° perpendicular to the row
orientation. The spectral bands cover a wavelength range from
442 nm (B1) to 1019 nm (B18). Every graph in Fig. 5 relates to a
different radiative flux quantity. The first row pertains to absorption
fluxes, the second to hemispherical reflectances (i.e., spectral
albedo), and the fourth to canopy transmission quantities. The
third row depicts quantities that are not measureable in the field,
namely, the component of the transmission that has undergone at
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least one scattering interaction on its way down through the canopy
if the incident radiation at the top-of-canopy level was composed
of isotropic diffuse radiation only (left panel) and of direct solar
radiation only (right panel).

As expected, both the foliage and canopy absorption are the highest
in the blue (B1–B2) and red (B7–B9) part of the solar spectrum with a
small absorption dip occurring in the green (B4) followed by a more
substantial decrease in the near-infrared region (B12–B18). This spec-
tral behaviour is coherent and subsequently inverted for the albedo
and transmission components (last 3 rows of Fig. 5). The dispersion of
simulation results, however, appears to be far more substantial for can-
opy absorption and transmission quantities – where both the visible
and the near-infrared spectral domains are affected – than for the can-
opy albedo simulations, where the outcome is rather similar in the vis-
ible. In the absence of obvious operator glitches and model bugs, the
latter could be simply due to the contribution of the background (dom-
inating the reflected signal in the visible), whereas the former could be a
consequence of different representations of the target canopies in the
RT models (because plant interception is highly correlated with their
absorption in the visible (e.g., Widlowski, 2010) and RT quantities are
particularly affected by the wood structure representation in the near-
infrared (Widlowski et al., 2013)).
Fig. 6. Model simulated thresholded hemispherical photographs for camera location C inside t
stand (bottom row). Themiddle row shows graphs depicting the directional gap probability de
bottom rows. The gap probability estimates were computed using zenith angle bins of 1° widt
3.5. Binary hemispherical photographs

Hemispherical photography is one of the most common tools used in
field validation efforts of satellite derived Leaf Area Index (LAI) products,
e.g., Claverie Vermote, Weiss, Baret, Hagolle, and Demarrez (2013). In
these efforts the canopy cover is separated from the sky or background
with the help of thresholding operations, e.g., Jonckheere, Nackaerts,
Muys, and Coppin, (2005); Côté, Fournier, and Verstraete, (in press).
The top and bottom rows of Fig. 6 display graphical depictions of model
simulations emulating thresholded hemispherical photographs for the
nominal location C (x= 20m, y=80m,z= 0.05m)within the Järvselja
Scots Pine scene (HET07) as well as the nominal location E (x = 50 m,
y = 50 m,z = 0.05 m) within the Ofenpass Mountain Pine scene
(HET08), respectively. The central panels depict the directional gap prob-
ability that was derived from these data using zenith angle bins of 1°
width. The examples shown in Fig. 6 are typical in the sense that 1) cam-
era locations often differed from the nominal positions e.g., (FLiES for the
HET07:C case and librat for the HET08:E case), and 2) blunders often oc-
curred in the simulations (e.g., tree floating above background (RGM in
the HET08:E case), crowns floating above trunks (FLiES), no indefinitely
repeating cyclic boundary conditions were applied (RGM and to a lesser
extend also price for the HET07 case).
he Järvselja summer pine stand (top row) and camera position E inside the Ofenpass Pine
rived from the thresholded hemispherical photograph simulations depicted in the top and
h.
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In absence of user error, the simulations of librat, rayspread and
price are rather similar. For the HET07 case, one notices that the gap
probability of price is slightly larger for zenith angles below ~40° and
also above ~85°. The first of these is caused by the rounded tree crowns
used by price, while the second one is caused by a too low number of
scene duplications. The gap probability of RGM, which up to a zenith
angle of 45–50° agrees rather well with that of the previous 3 models,
rises rapidly thereafter due to missing duplications of the HET07 scene.

The gap probabilities of the FLiES model are rather different from
those of the othermodels. Among theRTmodels simulating the THP im-
ages, FLiES was the only one that represented foliage elements as a gas
of scatterers within some enclosing volume. Following the measure-
ment definition of the RAMI website, this hence resulted in the entire
tree crown volume becoming an area of zero transmission (unlike the
crowns that used discrete foliage representations where gaps could
exist between foliage elements). This in turn explains the somewhat
lower gap probabilities of the FLiES model in the HET08 case. Future
phases of RAMI should refine the definition of this measurement type
to permit non-binary probabilities of transmission when tree crowns
are represented statistically as a gas of oriented scatterers. However,
since the number of error-free THP simulations were rather small (2
models on average) it was decided not to include this measurement
type in the detailed analysis stage below.

4. Analysis of simulation results

In order to assess the quality of the RT simulationmethods that partic-
ipated in RAMI-IV, the submitted BRF and/orflux quantitiesmust be com-
pared against fiduciary reference quantities. For consistency purposes
these references must relate 1) to identical definitions of RT quantities
andmeasurements setups, 2) to the samearchitectural and spectro-direc-
tional target characteristics, and 3) to identical illumination conditions as
those described on the RAMI website (and used as input to the RT simu-
lationmethods). The use of reference quantities pertaining to other target
and/or observation conditions is not considered appropriate here, since
this introduces new (and often poorly characterised) sources of uncer-
tainty that conceal the true quality of the simulation methods under
study. Accordingly, rather than turning toward in situ observations as
an evaluation criteria (e.g., Kuusk et al., 2010; Kuusk, Kuusk, & Lang,
2014), this study follows the approach of previous RAMI phases and eval-
uate the quality of simulationmethods in terms of 1) the consistency be-
tween the generated RT quantities, 2) deviations from an absolute truth
criteria (where available), and 3) the proximity to a reference acting as
surrogate truth and originating from among the available RT simulation
results.

4.1. Consistency of RT simulations

Model consistency testswere applied separately to BRF andflux sim-
ulations. Already during the active submission phase of RAMI-IV, the co-
ordinators scrutinized the angular shapes of the BRF simulations to
identify obvious simulation errors. If detected, then the relevant opera-
tors were informed and asked to verify their results and – if deemed
necessary – to submit new simulation results. Next, the consistency of
the BRF simulations was verified, that is, given that the single-collided
and multiple-collided BRF components were provided, they were
added up and compared to the value of the total BRF (for every view
angle, spectral band, and canopy scenario). BRF consistency was gener-
ally found to exist with the exception of 1) RGMwhere someminor dis-
crepancies were occasionally found for the largest (positive and
negative) view zenith angles, 2) librat which after providing new simu-
lation results suffered from a BRF inconsistency of around 0.15 in the
near infrared for both the HET07 and HET09 test cases, and 3) DART
which showed a deviation of about 0.15 between the total BRF and
the sum of BRF components for the HET07 purist case (B19) only. In
the case of librat it is possible that this was caused by post-processing
of spectrally invariant components of the overall BRF quantity.

The single-uncollided BRF contribution (ρuc), corresponding to radi-
ation not having interacted with the canopy architecture, but only with
the underlying background, can be subjected to spectral consistency
testing. For this, one must first compute the ratio of ρuc in two different
spectral bands (for the same view geometry and canopy scene). This
value must be equal to the ratio of the background BRDFs from the can-
opy scene of interest (in the same two spectral bands and viewing ge-
ometry). The mean absolute spectral bias (MASB) is, therefore, the
absolute difference between these two quotients averaged over all rele-
vant viewing conditions, spectral bands and also canopy scenarios. The
MASB (and themaximumvalue of the absolute spectral bias)was found
to be equal to 0.001 (0.030) for DART having n = 6764, 0.018 (0.277)
for FLiES having n = 8208, 0.033 (0.099) for FRT having n = 2736,
0.075 (0.488) for librat having n = 2736, 0.000 (0.001) for pbrt having
n = 5472, 0.002 (0.047) for rayspread having n = 8208, and 0.010
(0.071) for RGM having n = 8208 and 0.000 (0.001) for row having
n = 2736 – where n denotes the number of available ρuc values per
models. These numbers clearly indicate that several of the model do
not behave in a consistent manner here.

Flux quantities could also be evaluated for spectral consistency.
More specifically the uncollided transmission component should be a
spectral constant. However only DART, rayspread and pbrt provided
this information in all 19 bands. While the data for the last two was
spectrally flat, the DART simulations for the Järvselja pine stand were
slowly increasing from 0.19 in B01 to about 0.21 in B05 and with a spu-
rious dip (down to 0.18) occurring at B17.

On the basis of the RT quantities prescribed for RAMI-IV, it was pos-
sible to assess the energy conservation of simulationmethods in a given
spectral band. Ignoring the impact of non-zero horizontal radiation
fluxes (Widlowski, Lavergne, Pinty, Verstraete, & Gobron, 2006) the de-
viation from energy conservation can be written as:

ΔF ¼ 1Aþ f dir � Rdir þ f iso � Riso½ �− 1−αð Þ � f dir � Tdir þ f iso � Tiso½ � ð1Þ

where the fractions of incident direct and isotropic diffuse radiation are
related as fdir = 1− fiso and A is the total absorption of the canopy. The
Lambertian background albedo is given by α, while T relates to the can-
opy transmission and R is the spectral albedo of the scene (separated
into a component for the direct and the diffuse incident radiation).
While CanSPART showed a perfect energy balance record, and FLiES ex-
hibited only minimal deviations, the models DART, rayspread and RGM
showed some deviations. In the case of rayspread, the ΔF values in-
creased together with the albedo of the canopy to reach ~2% in B18.
This was because the measurement specification had ignored the con-
tribution of radiation being scattered multiple times down to the back-
ground – and explains, for example, why the rayspread transmission
simulations were among the lowest in the near-infrared, but not in
the visible in Fig. 4. In the case of DART the energy conservation bias,
i.e.,ΔF, showedno systematic spectral dependency and varied inmagni-
tude from 5% to about 40%. For RGM the deviation from energy conser-
vation exhibited a spectral pattern similar to the shape of a leaf
reflectance spectra, that is, it was lowest in the blue and red spectral
ranges (or bands B1–B2 and B6–B8) with a small rise in the green spec-
tral range (bands B3–B5) and a major increase in the near-infrared
(B10–B18). While the value of ΔF was always negative for DART, it
could take on either signs in the case of RGM.

Fortunately, the purist case scenario of band 19 allowed one to evalu-
ate the consistency of RT simulation methods against absolute reference
values. In this band the spectral properties had been set such as to ensure
that foliage and canopy absorptionwere both zero and the black sky albe-
do was equal to unity (no diffuse light source was present). Overall 8 dif-
ferent RTmodels provided results related to band 19. Defining bias as the
mean difference between the true (T) and simulated (S) flux quantities,
i.e., as β = bT – SN, the following results were obtained for black sky
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albedo simulations: β = 0.216 for DART, 0.062 for FLiES, 0.157 for pbrt,
0.000 for rayspread, 0.296 for RGM, 0.073 for FRT, and 0.000 for
CanSPART. For canopy (foliage) absorption the bias was: −0.167
(−0.137) for DART, −0.053 (−0.046) for FLiES, and 0.000 (0.000) for
FRT, rayspread and CanSPART. Hence most of the RT simulation methods
underestimated the true albedo and overestimated the true (canopy and
foliage) absorption under these purist case conditions.

When computing the dispersion of all models simulated BRF values
around their ensemblemean for all of the spectral bands and actual can-
opy scenarios in RAMI-IV, one obtained a standard deviation equal to
0.050 on average (using around 246,000 data points). In the visible
part of the spectrum the standard deviation was typically around
0.033while in the near-infrared it was 0.067. These statisticsmay be in-
dicative of the typical uncertainties that can be expected when actual
canopy sites are reconstructed within RT models in support of specific
scientific studies and/or applications.

4.2. Conformity testing

Reliable assessments of the conformity of a candidate item require 1) a
clear definition of the nature of the itemunder consideration, 2) anunam-
biguous specification of the requirements that the item must satisfy in
order to be declared compliant (or non-compliant), 3) access to an ideally
unbiased reference item, and4) reliable estimates of the uncertainty asso-
ciated with both the candidate and reference items, e.g., JCGM-106
(2012). In the context of RAMI-IV, an item refers to the overall method
that was used to obtain simulated estimates of local or domain-level RT
quantities for a series of realistic looking virtual plant environments.
Hence, the method relates to the assumptions and shortcuts that are in-
herent to the participating model, as well as to the choices and decision
that themodel operator(s) havemade in the process of obtaining the sim-
ulation results. Among others, model operatorsmay have been prompted
by the high degree of realism of the various actual canopy scenarios a) to
adapt the available test case descriptions to the capabilities of the model,
b) to implement a computing strategy enabling the timely generation of
the prescribed physical quantities within the limits imposed by the avail-
able hardware (for example, through the use of approximate calculations
that are computationally more efficient), and c) to reconfigure the com-
puting environment in which the model is running.

As such, during the analysis of the first set of results from RAMI-IV
(abstract canopies), Widlowski et al. (2013) subdivided the combined
standard uncertainty (uc) of the candidate simulation methods into
two conceptual contributions:

uc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2
cop þ u2

cmod

q
ð2Þ

where ucmod refers to combined standard uncertainty of the RT model;
that is, the uncertainty contributions arising from simplifications, pa-
rameterizations, and errors in the mathematical formulation of the
physical concepts used by the model. ucop relates to the combined stan-
dard uncertainty of the operator, that is, uncertainty contributions
which are the consequence of operator choices and errors in the imple-
mentation of the test cases, the running of the model, and any subse-
quent post-processing steps.

In manufacturing contexts conformity testing is used to establish
whether the properties of candidate items fall within permissible bounds
from the ideal characteristics that the product should have. This is some-
what different from RAMI, where the true magnitude of the simulated
RT quantities is generally unknowable a priori and also different for
every virtual canopy scene, spectral band, viewing and illumination geom-
etry. Anadequate framework for conformity testing in a context likeRAMI,
thus, is to compare the apparent error (ε=R–C) – that exists between the
reference item (R) and the candidate item (C) – to some predefinedmax-
imum permissible deviation limit (Δ). However, when conformity is
sought over an ensemble of different scenarios (e.g., for RT simulations
covering different spectral bands, canopy architectures, as well as view
and illumination geometries), then a minimum required compliance

rate (R
^

c)must also be specifiedbefore an item– that is a particular RT sim-
ulation method – can be declared compliant. Different decision rules may
be used for this depending onwhether the combined standard uncertain-

ty that is associatedwith the apparent error estimate, i.e.,uε ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2
R þ u2

C

q
–

in the case of independent methods – is accounted for or not.

4.2.1. Shared risk approach
In cases where the combined standard uncertainty of both the refer-

ence and the candidate items are negligible, a so called shared risk ap-
proach may be used to determine conformity, e.g., JCGM-106 (2012). In
such a scheme, compliance is asserted whenever the rate with which
the estimated apparent error (ε) falls within the permissible tolerance

interval (Δ) is higher than the minimum required compliance rate (R
^

c):

P εj j≤Δð Þ≥R^c ð3Þ

where |ε| relates to the absolute deviation between the candidate and ref-
erence items. Selecting a shared risk approach implies that the producer
of an item (i.e., the author of a RT simulation method here) and its con-
sumer (i.e., the user selecting that RT simulation method for a particular
task) both share the risk of wrongly rejected or wrongly accepted items,
respectively. In order to keep these risks within reasonable levels, a
shared risk approach should only be applied if the uncertainty of the ap-
parent error estimate is sufficiently small. While this is widely under-
stood, there are however situations where little or no (reliable)
uncertainty information is available and where the shared risk approach
seems to offer a carefree solution to more tedious alternatives. One such
case is the use of ensemble averages as a means to evaluate candidate
methods in inter-comparison efforts like RAMI. For demonstration pur-
poses, the shared risk approach will thus be applied to the actual canopy
simulations of RAMI-IV without prior assessment of the uncertainty that
is associated with the chosen reference data.

Rather than selecting specific values of Δ and R
^

c for each one of the
RT quantities addressed in RAMI-IV, Fig. 7 documents how the compli-
ance rate of the RT simulationmethods, i.e., P(|ε| ≤Δ) changes as a func-
tion of the width of the tolerance interval (Δ). For ease of
representation, the latter is defined as a percentage of the reference
value, i.e., Δ= (f/100) · R and varied from f = 1% to f = 50% of the ref-
erence (R). Due to the substantial spread between the contributing RT
simulation results (see Fig. 3), as well as the lack of an obvious cluster
of methods providing closely agreeing simulation results for all of the
actual canopy scenarios of RAMI-IV, it was decided to define a qualified
reference dataset on the basis of all submitted simulation results. This is
in accordance with the procedure defined in ISO-13528 for cases where
neither an absolute reference value is available nor a trustworthy partic-
ipant can be identified. However, rather thanworkingwith a simply en-
semble average, the robust mean algorithm proposed in annex C of ISO-
13528 (2005)wasused instead. The visual adequacyof this algorithmas
well as the angular smoothness of the resulting reference BRF data can,
for example, be seen in Fig. 7 of Widlowski et al. (2013).

Each panel in Fig. 7 relates to a different radiative quantity. Simula-
tion results from all of the RAMI-IV actual canopy scenarios are includ-
ed, with Nmax indicating the maximum number of simulation results
that could be submitted for a given RT quantity. In the case of flux quan-
tities pertaining to isotropic illumination conditions, Nmax corresponds
to amere 76 data pointswhereas for BRF simulations along an azimuth-
al ring, Nmax was of the order of 48000. As a consequence the curves of
the BRF quantities are smoother than those of the flux quantities. Hori-
zontal lines and abrupt vertical jumps are indicative of small numbers of
submitted simulation results occupying disjoint quality regimes with
respect to the location of the reference. An obvious example of such a



Fig. 7. Change in the compliance rate of the RT simulation methods as a function of the width of the tolerance interval (Δ) around the reference. Compliance is determined here using a
shared risk approach, i.e., as |R–C| b Δ without accounting for the uncertainty associated with the reference (R) and candidate (C) methods. The value of the reference was determined
using the robustmean algorithm proposed in annex C of ISO-13528. The size of the tolerance interval was varied from 1% to 50% of the reference, i.e.,Δ=(f/100)·R. Different panels relate
to different radiative quantities. All actual canopy scenarios of RAMI-IV are included. Nmax indicates themaximum number of simulations that could contribute to the computation of the
compliance rate. The smoother a curve the more simulations were provided.
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behaviour is provided by the ACTS model in the central panel of Fig. 7
where half of the submitted simulation results are off the graph.

The more rapid a curve rises, in Fig. 7, the closer it is to the qualified
reference. If the compliance rate reaches 1 for a particular value of Δ,
then all results submitted by that RT simulation method do fall within
the specified tolerance interval. The first simulation methods to reach
the 100% compliance rate are inform (middle right panel) followed by
pbrt (bottom right panel) when the tolerance interval Δ = (f/100) · R
is equal to f = 20% and 30% of the reference BRF value, respectively.
For transmission simulations of direct radiation, pbrt is the first to
reach a 100% compliance rate if f = 20%, while FRT reaches full compli-
ance at f = 35% for transmission simulations of diffuse radiation.
Strangely enough the same FRTmethod delivers rather different results
with respect to the robust mean when the transmission of direct radia-
tion is to be simulated. White sky albedo simulations reach full compli-
ancy at f = 43% (FLiES) while black sky albedo results do so at f = 30%
(pbrt). Canopy absorption simulations (left bottom panel in Fig. 7) are
the only ones where full compliancy is not reached for tolerance inter-
vals up to 50% of the reference value.

The Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) has provided indica-
tive values for the accuracy of remotely sensed broadband surface albe-
do quantities (i.e., 0.0025 or 5% of the true value – whichever is larger)
and fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (FAPAR)
products (i.e., 0.05 or 10% of the true value – whichever is larger), e.g.,
GCOS (2011). GCOS does not indicatewhat theminimumrequired com-

pliance rate (R
^

c) for these products must be nor by what method com-
pliance should be evaluated (Widlowski, 2015). However, if the
retrieval algorithm is bias free, then in the absence of other error sources
the distribution of albedo and FAPAR biases can be assumed Gaussian

and R
^

c may thus be set equal to 68.3% or 95.5% depending on whether
the GCOS accuracy criterion relates to 1 or 2 standard deviations of
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the distribution of apparent biases. From the relevant graphs in Fig. 7
one can read a compliance rate of at most 30% for the white sky albedo
(and no larger than 42% for the black sky albedo) if the width of the tol-
erance interval is set to f= 5% of the reference. Similarly if f= 10%, then
for canopy absorption simulations the best compliance rate will be
around 53%. While the GCOS accuracy criteria relate to broader spectral
ranges than the RT quantities depicted in Fig. 7, it is nevertheless surpris-
ing that the participating RT simulation methods – in a controlled envi-
ronment like RAMI – do not seem capable of matching the GCOS
accuracy criteria for albedo and FAPAR. Since several of the RT simulation
methods in Fig. 7were shown capable ofmeeting (amore stringent inter-
pretation of) the above GCOS accuracy criteria during the recent analysis
of RAMI-IV abstract canopy simulations (Widlowski et al., 2013), the cur-
rent dispersion thus must come from 1) errors in the software or theory
behind the simulation methods (this concerns models that are new to
RAMI or have changed their RT formulation since the last comparison ef-
fort), 2) operator choices and inadvertent errors in the preparation, run-
ning and post-processing stages, and/or 3) unreliable reference data.

This picture is confirmed when examining the results for BRF simula-
tions. Here, onewould like to aim for similar levels of accuracy as are cur-
rently achievable for radiometric measurements acquired by optical
instruments on board of Earth orbiting satellites. If one assumes a bias
free instrument (and an absence of other perturbing factors), then thedis-
tribution of absolute calibration biases can be thought of as being Gauss-
ianwith a standard deviation of 2–6%depending on the spectral band and
calibration method (e.g., Bruegge , Chrien, Ando, Diner, Abdou, &
Helmlinger 2002; Govaerts, Clerici, & Clerbaux, 2004; Helder, Thome,
Mishra, Chander, Xiong, & Angal, 2013; McCorkel, Thome, & Lockwood,
2013; Thome, Arai, Tsuchida, & Biggar, 2008; Wang, Czapla-Myers,
Lyapustin, Thome, & Dutton, 2011). If the width of the tolerance interval
in the relevant graphs of Fig. 7 is thus set to f = 5% of the reference,
then one would expect a compliance rate of about 68.3% assuming that
the RT model simulations were of a similar quality than real world vicar-
ious calibration efforts. However, for BRF simulations along the principal
plane the best compliance rate is around 44%, whereas in the orthogonal
plane it is 40%. Only for simulations along the azimuthal plane does the
pbrt simulation method reach a compliance rate of about 66%. Again,
these findings contrast with the results that were obtained for several of
the present participants during the analysis of the abstract canopy BRF
simulations (Widlowski et al., 2013).

Earlier phases of RAMI have shown that the likelihood of identifying
(and correcting) faulty RT formulations as well as operator induced er-
rors increases as models contribute repeatedly to the same test cases in
subsequent inter-comparison phases, particularly if they also provide
sub-components of the required BRF and flux quantities. In this contri-
bution our focus thus must be on the quality of the reference data that
was used in the above shared risk analysis. One of the most lenient
rules of thumb in legal metrology states that themaximum permissible
uncertainty (MPU) – of the reference and candidate items together –
should not exceed a third of the maximum permissible deviation, e.g.,
Sommer and Kochsiek (2002). In other words:

2uε ¼ MPU≤Δ=3 ð4Þ

where in the case of independent reference and candidatemethodsuε ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2
R þ u2

C

q
, as seen before. Intuitively, the uncertainty of the reference

should ideally also be smaller than that of the candidate. For proficiency
testing of laboratories (ISO-13528, 2005), as well as for some sectors of
the automobile industry (Pendrill, 2014), the uncertainty of qualified
reference method should satisfy:

uR≤0:3 � uε ð5Þ

In other words the uncertainty of the referencemethod must be ad-
equate with respect to the desired tolerance interval. Since uε is
constrained by the size of Δ, Eqs. (4) and (5) thus imply that the toler-
ance interval should be 20 times larger than the combined standard un-
certainty associated with the reference method.

As a thorough estimate of uR is beyond the scope of this study (see
for example JCGM-100(2008) or the various components of ISO-5725
(1994)), the uncertainty of the robustmeanwas estimated using the ro-
bust standard deviation provided by the algorithmof ISO-13528 (2005).
As it turned out, themean (maximum) value of the robust standard de-
viationwas equal to 18% (56%) of the reference value for black sky albe-
do, 33% (68%) for white sky albedo, 32% (156%) for canopy absorption,
17% (80%) for the transmission of direct incident radiation, 34% (55%)
for the transmission of diffuse incident radiation, as well as 16% (78%)
of BRFs along the principal plane, 17% (63%) for BRFs along the orthog-
onal plane and 13% (56%) for BRFs along the azimuthal ring. These num-
bers make it clear that the robust mean estimate – that was used in the
above shared risk analysis – was too uncertain to function as a reliable
reference in conformity testing where the width of the tolerance inter-
val does not exceed 50% of the reference. A more precise reference
dataset and decision rule that accounts for the uncertainty in both the
reference and candidate methods is therefore needed.

4.2.2. Guarded risk approaches
A guarded risk approach is usedwhen the likelihood of a false accep-

tance (or a false rejection) is to be kept within well controlled limits.
This necessitates a descriptor of the distribution of likely values for the
target quantity (i.e., ε here). If a full description of the probability densi-
ty function (PDF) of the likely values of ε were available – for example
through a Monte Carlo propagation scheme (JCGM-101, 2008) – then
conformance could be attributed to only those estimates of ε for
whichmore than a predefinedminimum fraction of the PDF falls within
the specified tolerance interval (±Δ). In a ‘Guide to the Uncertainty in
Measurements’ (GUM) framework, e.g., JCGM-100 (2008), where the
PDF of likely values of the target quantity is assumed to be symmetric
and unimodal, a coverage interval together with an associated probabil-
ity statement can beused for the samepurpose (JCGM-106, 2012).More
specifically, the latter uses an expanded uncertainty U(ε) = k ⋅ uε to de-
termine the width of the coverage interval [ε - U; ε+U]. The coverage
probability that is associated with this coverage interval is defined by
the choice of coverage factor k and depends on the actual PDF of ε. For
normal distributions of likely values, k = 1 relates to a 68.3% coverage
probability, while k = 2 relates to 95.5% coverage probability. Compli-
ance may then be decreed if the coverage interval (at a predefined cov-
erage probability) is fully contained within the tolerance interval, that
is, when |ε| + k ⋅ uε ≤ Δ, e.g., (ISO-10576, 2003).

The expanded uncertainty thus acts as a guard band to reduce the
risk of accepting a non-conforming item, e.g., ISO-14253 (1998). Con-
ceptually speaking these guard bands can be placed on the inside of
the tolerance interval if a guarded acceptance of items is wanted (i.e.,
when clear evidence is required before an item is accepted as
conforming), or else, on the outside of the tolerance interval if a guarded
rejection of items is the goal (i.e., when clear evidence is required that a
limit has been exceeded before any negative action is taken) (JCGM-
106, 2012). The guarded acceptance approach thus reduces the toler-
ance interval to ± |Δ − k ⋅ uε| before applying a shared risk approach
within the resulting acceptance interval. Contrarily, the guarded rejec-
tion approach uses the shared risk approach to identify items that fall
outside of the enlarged interval covering ± |Δ + k ⋅ uε|. Fig. 8 provides
a schematic overview of these two guarded risk approaches.

When dealing with candidate methods that are applied to ensem-
bles of different scenarios, the guarded acceptance approach will lead
to a declaration of conformity if:

P εj j≤Δ−k � uεð Þ≥R^c ð6Þ

while a guarded rejection approach will result in a declaration of non-



Fig. 8. Schematic depiction of two guarded risk decision rules applied to a symmetric tolerance interval (±Δ) in the context of apparent errors (ε) between a candidate and reference
method. Both approaches make use of so called guard bands having a width k·uε where k is a coverage factor typically set to 2 and uε is the combined standard uncertainty associated
with ε. The upper schematic depicts a guarded acceptance effort, where the guard bands are located on the inside of the tolerance interval. The (green) ε items that fall within the thus
defined acceptance interval possess a higher likelihood of being truly compliant. The lower schematic shows a guarded rejection effort where the guard bands are added to the outside
of the tolerance interval. The (red) ε items that fall within the resulting rejection interval thus possess a greater likelihood of being truly non-compliant. Since the width of the guard
band in these two schematics was drawn in a static manner, the combined standard uncertainty must be assumed constant between different test items.
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compliance whenever:

P εj j≥Δþ k � uεð Þ≥ R̂E ð7Þ

Here k ⋅ uε denotes the width of the guard band (which may be dif-

ferent for each one of the tested scenarios),R
^

c) is theminimumrequired

rate of compliance, and R̂E is the maximum permissible rate of exceed-
ance. If the condition in Eq. (6) were satisfied, then one could state with
95% confidence (if k= 2) that the results of the candidatemethod com-

ply with the prescribed tolerance interval in at least R
^

c) percent of all
cases. Conversely, if the condition in Eq. (7) were found to be true,
then one could be 95% certain (if k= 2) that the results of the candidate
method do not satisfy the quality criteria.

In an effort to reduce the uncertainty of the reference data, the fol-
lowing examples will focus exclusively on total BRF simulations for
the Wellington Citrus Orchard (HET14) scenario. From the examples
in Fig. 4 it is known that the BRF simulation results of pbrt and rayspread
agree very closely for this test case. This is corroborated by RMSE values
of 0.0020 and 0.0021 for the (7220) BRF simulations along the principal
and orthogonal planes. The rayspread simulation method was found to
agree to within a fraction of 1% with analytical reference solutions ob-
tained for single-scattered directional BRF components (see Fig. 7 in
Widlowski et al. (2013)) and has been selected as one of 6 credible RT
simulation methods in earlier phases of RAMI. At the same time, the
pbrt simulationmethod has been extensively validated against data col-
lected at the Wellington Citrus Orchard site (which coincidentally was
the only actual canopy scenario forwhich pbrt submitted simulation re-
sults). The pbrt simulation results thus serve as independent evidence
that operator induced errors are unlikely to have affected the HET14
BRF simulations of rayspread. Since the pbrt simulation results are gen-
erally noisier than those of rayspread (see the topmiddle panel in Fig. 3
as well as Widlowski et al., 2013), it was decided to base the reference
data for the forthcoming analysis solely on the BRFs simulated with
rayspread. Due to the large number of incident rays used in the
rayspread simulation method (compare with Fig. 6 in Widlowski et
al., 2013), its BRF data can be expected to have an experimental stan-
dard deviation equivalent to 0.24% of the true value. This subsequently
fulfils the requirements of Eqs. (6) and (7), provided that the width of
the tolerance interval is at least 5% of the reference BRF value.

Fig. 9 shows contour plots of the compliance rate that was obtained
by applying a guarded acceptance approach to BRF simulations (along
the orthogonal and principal plane) over theWellington Citrus Orchard
scenario (HET14). The abscissa relates to the tolerance interval Δ
(expressed as a percentage of the reference, i.e., Δ = (f/100) ⋅ R),
while the ordinate relates to the width of a guard band (k ⋅ uε)
(expressed as a percentage of the tolerance interval, i.e., k ⋅ uε = (g/
100) ⋅ Δ). As the width of the tolerance level increases then the compli-
ance rate will increase (especially for small values of the guard band
width). Conversely, as the guard band width increases then the compli-
ance ratewill decrease (especially for large values of the tolerance inter-
val width). If the guard band width is equal to that of the tolerance
interval, then the compliance rate will obviously be zero.

According to Eq. (4) the expanded uncertainty should not exceed
one third of the tolerance interval. In Fig. 9 this corresponds to a maxi-
mum guard bandwidth of 33% and is indicated by a light grey rectangle
in each graph. At the same time, however, it would be meaningful if the
RT simulation methods could achieve similar accuracy levels as radio-
metric calibration efforts. As such the tolerance interval in Fig. 9 should
be of the order of 5% of the reference (for a nominal compliance rate of
68.3%). However, the only simulationmethod that is capable ofmeeting
these criteria is pbrt. The next simulation method to reach this compli-
ance rate is RGM (for a tolerance interval that equals 17% of the refer-
ence) followed by FLiES (here the tolerance interval equates 23% of
the reference) under the assumption that there are no guard bands.
The proximity of the 0.68 and 0.95 contour lines for the librat simulation



Fig. 9. Contour plots of the compliance rate of individual RT simulation methods for BRF simulations (in the orthogonal and principal plane) over theWellington Citrus Orchard test case
(HET14). Compliance is determined using a guarded acceptance approach, that is, if |R–C| b Δ - k·uε, where k is a coverage factor, uε is the combined standard uncertainty of the reference
(R) and candidate (C)methods, andΔ is the tolerance interval (expressed as a percentage of the reference, i.e.,Δ=(f/100)·Rwith the percentage f featuring as the abscissa of the graphs).
Note that k·uε is also the guard band width (expressed as a fraction of the tolerance interval, i.e., k·uε = (g/100)·Δ with the percentage g featuring as the ordinate of the graphs). The
reference is provided by the rayspread simulation method. The grey area denotes the range of permissible uncertainty according to Eq. (4).
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method (together with their large separation from the 0.5 contour line)
arises from the fact that its BRF simulations at an illumination zenith
angle of 50° follow the shape of the reference BRF but at a quasi constant
offset. Given the excellent performance of the librat simulation method
during the analysis of the abstract canopy cases of RAMI-IV (Widlowski
et al., 2013) this pattern seems to point toward some sort of post-pro-
cessing error or else an operator glitch in the setup of the scene and
run. All in all, the results presented in Fig. 9 thus seem to confirm that,
for all those models which have performed well in earlier phases of
RAMI and that have not undergone any changes to their RT formula-
tions, themost likely cause for the observed differences will be operator
glitches in the setup and running of models (as well as during any post-
processing stages). For models that are new to RAMI, the possibility of
software errors in the RT formulations and/or theoretical flaws in the
concept of the simulation method have also to be envisaged.

To complete the analysis, Fig. 10 provides an illustration of the rejec-
tion rates that were obtained when a guarded rejection approach was
applied to the BRF simulations of the (HET14) Wellington Citrus Or-
chard test case. The meaning of the abscissa and ordinate is identical
to that of Fig. 9. Without guard bands the rejection rate is the comple-
ment of the compliance rate, and thus the intersection of the 0.5, 0.9
and 0.95 contour lines with the abscissa of Fig. 9 occurs at the same tol-
erance intervals as that of the 0.5, 0.1 and 0.05 contour lines in Fig. 10,
respectively. As the guard band width increases then the sum of the re-
jection and compliance rate will become increasingly smaller than
unity. Themissing items are those that fall within the guard bands – im-
plying that not enough evidence exists for their respective rejection or
acceptance.

Plausible values for the maximum permissible rate of exceedance R̂E

are of the order of 0.1, 0.5 or even 0.01 depending on context. If the
width of the guard band is set equal to 33% of the tolerance interval
(see Eq. (4)), then for R̂E ¼ 0:05, the various RT simulation methods in
Fig. 10 should be rejected if the tolerance interval Δ is required to be
less than 62% (DART), 67% (FLiES), 35% (librat), 63% (RGM) and 48%
(row) of the reference. According to this scenario, all model simulations
(with the exception of those by pbrt) would thus have to be rejected
for HET14. In a sense this conclusion is identical to thatmadewhen all ac-
tual canopy scenarios were compared against a robust mean reference
using a shared risk approach in Fig. 7. The variability between the various
RT quantities is simply too large, even between veteran RAMI partici-
pants, thus suggesting that the complexity of the proposed architectural
scenarios has dramatically increased the likelihood of operator errors in
the setup and running of models. The best means to assess the validity
of this statement seems to be a rerun of the same canopy scenarios in a
future phase of RAMI.

At the same time, it is however strongly recommended that the first
time participants test their models against the various test cases pro-
posed during the first three phases of RAMI. This has proven extremely
useful to earlier RAMI participants who could more easily identify cod-
ing errors and other sources of errors on the basis of much simpler
scenes than those proposed in the actual canopy scenarios of RAMI-IV.
These model verifications can nowadays be carried out autonomously
and in quasi-real timewith the RAMI OnlineModel Checker (ROMC) fa-
cility that contains a reference dataset from six credible Monte Carlo RT
models developed in the wake of the third phase of RAMI (see http://
romc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/). The ROMC is continually expanded, among
others with a reference dataset (of flux quantities in the visible and
near-infrared) that was used to evaluate the quality of RT formulations
embedded in the land surface schemes of soil–vegetation–atmosphere
transfer (SVAT), numerical weather prediction (NWP), and global circu-
lation models (Widlowsk Pinty, Clerici, Dai, De Kauwe, de Ridder, et al.,
2011.).

http://romc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
http://romc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/


Fig. 10. Contour plots of the rejection rate of individual RT simulation methods for BRF simulations (in the orthogonal and principal plane) over the Wellington Citrus Orchard test case
(HET14). Compliance is determined using a guarded rejection approach, that is, if |R–C| N Δ+k·uε, where k is a coverage factor, uε is the combined standard uncertainty of the reference
(R) and candidate (C)methods, andΔ is the tolerance interval (expressed as a percentage of the reference, i.e.,Δ=(f/100)·Rwith the percentage f featuring as the abscissa of the graphs).
Note that k·uε is also the guard band width (expressed as a fraction of the tolerance interval, i.e., k·uε = (g/100)·Δ with the percentage g featuring as the ordinate of the graphs). The
reference is provided by the rayspread simulation method.
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5. Concluding remarks

In this phase of RAMI, RT simulation methods were executed on
some of the most complex 3D canopy reconstructions currently avail-
able. These virtual plant environments –while based on field inventory
data from actual test sites – do not constitute identical copies of their
real world originals, however. This is because even the most intensive
field measurement campaigns are not yet in a position to deliver de-
scriptions of the spectro-directional and architectural properties for
every element along the vertical and horizontal in the target canopy vol-
ume. A large number of data gaps thus had to be filled in order to arrive
at comprehensive descriptions of the RAMI-IV virtual plant environ-
ments capable of meeting the input data requirements of the most ver-
satile of RT simulation models. While this allowed for very realistic-
looking canopy scenarios, it also implied that some participants had to
make choices as to how this wealth of information could be adapted
to more statistical canopy representation schemes contained within
certain types of RT models. The latter aspect was intentional though,
since it mimics the process that happens every time RT models are
used to simulate the radiative properties of existing test sites; and
thus the dispersion among RAMI-IV simulation results was expected
to become indicative of the type of bias typical of such scientific studies.

Although the actual canopy scenes in RAMI-IV are not exact repre-
sentations of the corresponding real-world targets, they allow to work
under fully controlled experimental conditions in complex virtual envi-
ronments that are among themost realistic that current state-of-the-art
3D canopy RT schemes are capable of handling. Outside of the scope of
RAMI, these virtual plant environments can be used, for example, to as-
sess the quality of quantitative retrieval algorithms on the basis of sim-
ulated satellite and in situ measurements, to improve spatial sampling
techniques of radiative quantities in virtual field campaigns, or, to per-
form closure experiments that aim at matching actual remote sensing
observations within their inherent uncertainty ranges. The latter pro-
cess in particular, may identify potential gaps in our abilities to charac-
terise complex forest sites in thefield, aswell as, in themanner inwhich
in situ information is used in RT models. As better field measurement
techniques become available (e.g., terrestrial and/or airborne laser scan-
ning, as well as UAV-borne radiometers and/or portable leaf goniome-
ters), and the necessary parameterisation schemes are developed to
transfer these data into RT model relevant formats, then the gap be-
tween simulated sensor responses and actual remote sensing measure-
ments over real test sites should gradually diminish. Hopefully, the
availability of the RAMI-IV actual canopy scenarios, where every archi-
tectural and spectral property is known (and can be controlled), will
prove helpful in these efforts.

A total of 12 different RT modelling groups provided simulation re-
sults for the actual canopy scenarios of RAMI-IV. The number of test
cases that were submitted, however, varied widely between these
groups. Priority was generally given to the simulation of measurable
BRF and flux quantities, whereas their uncollided, single and multiple-
collided subcomponents were often missing. As a consequence, it was
rarely possible in those cases to identify the causes of any observed dis-
crepancies. This is unfortunate, because the dispersion of simulation re-
sults was found to be rather large both for flux simulations and for BRFs.
In addition, there were rarely any obvious clusters of simulation results
that might help to guide the analysis. One exception was the HET14
Wellington Citrus Orchard scene where both rayspread and pbrt
showed quasi-identical results across several thousand BRF simulations.
In all other cases, a weighted ensemble averaging technique (robust
mean)was used to establish a reference dataset for the subsequent per-
formance analysis.

Possible causes for the substantial dispersion among the simulation
results could be 1) operator choices when transferring the prescribed
test site properties to the needs and capabilities of a given RT model
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(e.g., representing the realistic-looking trees from the RAMI website by
cylindrical trunks and ellipsoidal hullsfilledwith scatterers), 2) operator
errors during this scene creation process, and/or during the setup of the
actual model run, and/or any eventual post-processing steps (e.g., spec-
ifying a wrong illumination azimuth angle or sensor location due to dif-
ferent angular conventions with respect to those on the RAMI website),
and 3) software bugs and conceptual errors in the RT formulation of the
model. The difference between operator choices and errors is that the
former will leave the tree and/or canopy scale statistics unchanged,
while the latter will not. Given that several of the participating RT
models had been found to deliver accurate simulation results in the re-
cent analysis of the RAMI-IV abstract canopy scenarios (Widlowski et
al., 2013) one is left to conclude that – in absence of any subsequent
changes to thesemodel and/or processing schemes – it must be primar-
ily the operator induced aspects that have caused the observed variabil-
ity. For simulation methods that have not yet been evaluated against
ensembles of third party models the possibility exists of course that
their RT formulation itself may be faulty. A rerun of the various actual
canopy scenes should help in clarifying these questions (as it did for
the RAMI phases 1 to 3).

The dispersion among the various BRF, flux and THP simulationswas
already foretelling the outcome of any subsequent performance analy-
sis. As such, the emphasis was not somuch placed on a detailed analysis
of model quality, but rather on presenting methods to test conformity
with respect to permissible deviations from a reference. This topic is in-
creasingly relevant due to the recurring need to demonstrate the fit-
ness-for-purpose of quantitative data (e.g., whether obtained from
field measurements, model simulations, retrieval algorithms, process-
ing chains) in application-specific contexts. More specifically, both the
shared and guarded risk approaches were introduced to highlight the
role of uncertainties associated with both the reference and candidate
methods. Truly, a dataset can only be eligible to act as reference solution
in compliance testing if its associated uncertainty is but a small fraction
of the width of the tolerance interval within which the candidate meth-
od must fall. Thus, whenever the width of the permissible tolerance in-
terval is changed, one must evaluate the suitability of the reference
solution anew.

The examples provided in this study can be used to place confidence
on compliance declarations (aswell as on the rejection) of items. Crucial
to the outcome of any conformity testing, however, are the choices
made a priori for the width of the permissible tolerance interval, the
minimum required compliancy rate (or alternatively themaximumper-
missible non-compliance rate), as well as the confidence level required
for making (non-)conformity declarations. Once these items have been
defined, the uncertainty of potential reference datasets must be
established in order to assess the eligibility of that dataset to act as ref-
erence in a subsequent conformity testing effort. Assessing the uncer-
tainty of in situ measurement efforts for the validation of medium
spatial resolution satellite products, for example, is not only costly, but
also rather difficult. However, given the ability to simulate the radiative
signatures of increasingly realistic terrestrial environments at both the
local and domain-level scales, state-of-the-art three-dimensional RT
models may be used to assess the magnitude of many of the contribut-
ing uncertainty components of current in situ efforts. This is thenwhere
intercomparison activities like RAMI come in again: To make sure that
the quality of these simulation tools is well characterised and suitable
for the requirements of the task at hand.
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